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A bstract 
Rival, I. and J. Urrutia, Representing orders by moving figures in space, Discrete Mathematics 
109 (1992) 255-263. 
Every finite ordered set P has a representation in R”. Its elements correspond to disjoint, 
closed, convex subsets of R”, each equipped with a direction of motion along which it can be 
moved with some velocity, and they are ordered by the obstructions induced by these motions. 
The directions used, one per object, cannot always be chosen parallel, unless the repre- 
sentation is extended to R”, for n 2 4. The projections of these disjoint figures in R” onto a 
piar/e produce a collection of overlapping figures, which forms an intersection graph, and the 
original order is a lifting of these figures in space. 
We consider a model for motion planning according to which robots are idealized 
by closed figures in space, each assigned a single direction of motion, a 
translation, along which it may be moved with some velocity. 
Let (Si: i E I) be a family of disjoint, closed sets in R” and associate to each Si a 
direction of motion di- Say that S obstructs Si if there is a line joining a point of Si 
to a point of S which follows the direction di assigned to Si. More generally, for 
its transitive 
S(l), si(2)2-- - 
closurp zrite Si c Si, that is, if there is a sequence Si = 
. , Si(k) ‘Sj each member of which is obstructed by its successor. We 
call this relation < on the family (Si: i E I) of sets a blocking relation. If the 
blocking relation has no directed cycles then it is antisymmetric and, in that case, 
it is a (strict) order on the underlying set (Si: i E I) (see Fig. 1). These concepts 
have, of course, the obvious analogues in any W”, n 2 2. 
Given an ordered set P, say that a blocking relation on a family (Si: i E I) of 
disjoint, closed sets is a representation of P, if the blocking relation is isomorphic 
to P. We also say that P represents the blocking relation or, briefly, that P is 
representable. If the sets are convex we call it a convex representation. 
Our first result is this. 
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Fig. 1. Left: A diagram of an ordered set P. Right: A blocking relation, a convex representation of P. 
Tbewem 1. Every ordered set is convex representable in R”. 
Elsewhere, we have shown that, on the plane, there are ordered sets which are 
not convex representable at all [S]. There are intriguing examples of families of 
disjoint, closed, convex figures in R3, such that any assignment of directions one 
to each, produces a blocking relation with directed cycles (cf. [I]). In the 
language of motion planning such families cannot be ‘separated’. In contrast, on 
the plane, even assigning each of the figures the very same direction, say 
northward, produces a blocking relation without directed cycles [3] (cf. IS]). In a 
different setting_ Viennot [7] has studied ‘heaps of pieces’ much like ‘Lego’ 
blocks, (although not necessarily convex), ‘clipped’ together in the usual way. 
One of these blocks B1 is below another &, B, -C Bz just if, to remove B, from 
the pile of blocks requires the removal of B2 before it, that is, B, is ‘underneath’ 
&. This corresponds to our model of a blocking relation in R” in which each 
object is assigned the same direction of motion, upward, say along the z-axis. An 
ordered set F has a k-directional (convex) representation i 03” if it has a (convex) 
representation in which at most k directions are used in the assignment of 
motions to the figures. On the plane, truncated planar lattices correspond to 
one-directional convex representations [S] (cf. Fig. 2). 
mewem 2. Not every ordered set has a one-directional convex representation i  
lR3. 
Theorem 3. Every ordered set has a one-directional convex reiwesentation i R4. 
c s, A s4L I- ; \d S3L----------J- f f 1 
% s;! 3 % 
Fig. 2 Left: An order with no one-directional convex representation on the plane. Right: A 
two-directional convex representation on the plane. 
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We also consider one-directional representations in R3 whose figures are 
subtrees OC a tree, extending the l&R* case of one-directional representations of line 
segments. Our idea stems from this intriguing observation about the lR* case. 
Given any one-directional blocking relation in I%*, consisting of horizontal line 
segments, each above the x-axis, say, then their projections onto the x-axis 
produces a collection of intervals of R which, in turn is an ‘intersection’ graph, 
with vertices the intervals, and adjacency just if the corresponding intervals 
intersect. On the other hand, we may also regard the original order as a ‘lifting’ 
of a collection of intervals of R. What is particularly striking is that the order 
obtained from this lifting is not unique. Given a collection of intervals of DB what 
properties do the orders have which are constructed from it by lifting? 
Theorem 4. Every one-directional representation in R” consisting of a lifting of 
subtrees of a tree is a truncated, dismantlable lattice. 
It is well known that the intersection graphs of subtrees of a tree are precisely 
the triangulated graphs [2]. We do not yet know of a characterization of 
one-directional representations in R3. Not every truncated, dismantlable lattice 
has such a representation, though. 
Convex representations in 0s’ 
Proof of Theorem 1. Let P be an n-element ordered set. We construct a convex 
representation of P in R3. To this end, given a closed, convex figure S in R3, with 
direction of motion d, let beam (S, d) stand for the closed, convex, half-infinite 
region in R3 generated by S along the direction d (see Fig. 3). For purposes of 
this construction S is always a ‘flat’ surface with constant z-coordinate. Indeed, 
each such figure wu~ “’ k chosen as a convex subset of the regular polygon with ____ .
vertices the n equally-placed points 
p(j) = (f (j)sin 2nj/n, f (j)cos 2nj/n, f (j)), j = 1, 2, . . . , n, 
Fig. 3. 
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in the z =f(j) 20 plane. For the direction C$ we choose the vector from the 
origin (O,O, 0) to the jth vertex p(j) = (sin 2zj/n, cos 2nj/n, 1) of the z = 1 
(f(j) = I) polygon. Let {xi <x2 < - - - <x,} be a linear extension of P. We 
construct the convex representation of F by considering successive down sets of 
P. To start, choose S, = ((0, 0,O)) for x1 with the direction d,. (In order that, in 
the bitdhg relation we are constructing, Si < Sk whenever X, < xk, we -must 
include the vertex p( 1 j in &) For & choose f(2) = 1 and either the line segment 
joining p(1) and p(2) if xl <x2, or the point p(2) if x1 is noncomparable to x2. In 
either case & is assigned the direction dZ. For xk we choose & to be the convex 
closure, in the z =f(ki polygon, of the vertices p(j) for which xi <xk, with the 
direction c&. Choose f(k) sufficiently large that each beam (4, c$) for which xi is 
not below xk is itself disjoint from Sk. (See Fig. 4.) It is straightforward to verify 
that these convex figures S, , &, . . . , S,, with respective directions di, d2, . . . , d, 
produce a convex representation of P. q 
Proof of Theorem 2. We turn now to one-directional convex representations in 
R3. To this end we may suppose that all of the convex figures in R” move in the 
upward direction parallel to the z-axis. We construct bipartite orders 9?(G), one 
for each graph G, according to this standard recipe. The elements of 93(G) are the 
vertices and the edges of G, and every comparability is of the form u < {u, V} 
where u, v are adjacent vertices of G. (See Fig. 5.) 
The key idea is this. 
Fig. 4. 
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Fig. 5. Left: A gr@ G. Right: The bipartite graph 93(G). 
Proposition 5. S(G) has a one-directional convex representation if and only if G 
is a planar graph. 
Proof. Suppose that, for a graph G, B(G) has a one-directional convex 
representation in which every vertex v is represented by an arc-connected figure 
S(v) and every edge (u, v) h -y an arc-connected figure S( { u, v}). For a figure S in 
R3 let proj(S) be its projection onto the x-y plane. As all S(v)‘s are 
noncomparable their projectioh*- a;2proj(S) are all pair-wise disjoint in the x-y plsne 
too; similarly all proj(S({u, v}))‘s are pairwise disjoint as well, while 
proj(S({u, v})) intersects proj(S(u)) and proj(S(v)). Then for every 
proj(S({u, v})) we construct an arc inside it joining a point of proj(S(u)) to a 
point of proj(S(v)). Finally, from this collection of arcs we can produce a planar 
embedding of G by contracting, for each vertex v, those arc segments inside 
proj(s’(v)), to a point. (See Fig. 6.) 
Conversely consider a planar embedding of a planar graph in which the vertices 
are represented by points and the edges by straight line segments. Choose 6 > 0 
small enough. For every vertex v, let S(v) be a circle with radius 26 and centre v, 
and for every edge {u, v} let S({ u, v}) be the segment joining u and v 
(‘shortened’ at each end by 6). For every vertex x let lift(S(u)) stand for the set 
of points (x, y, 0) in R” where (x, y) E S(u), and for every edge {u, v} let 
lift(S((u, v})) stand for the set of all points (x, y, 1) where (x, y) E S((u, v}). It is 
now straightforward to verify that these figures lift(S(v)) and lift(S({u, v})) form 
a one-directional convex representation of B(G). (See Fig. 7.) El 
Of course, the proof of Theorem 2 follows by choosing any 93(G) where G is a 
nonplanar graph. Cl 
Fig. 
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Fig. 7. Left: A planar graph (3. Right: A lifting of G. 
Representations in R4 
We turn now to the proof of Theorem 3. 
To this end recall that, for a collection 9 = (S,, S2, . . . , Sn} of sets, the 
intersection graph of 9’ is the graph with n vertices S1, &, . . . , S,I and two vertices 
adjacent just if the corresponding sets have a non-empty intersection. It is well 
known that every graph is an intersection graph (over some collection of sets) [4]. 
Less well known is the fact that every graph is also the intersection graph of 
convex subsets of R3 [8]. 
Let P={al,az,..., a,,} be an arbitrary n-element ordered set and let 
9 = (Sl, Sz, . . . , Sn} be the intersection graph (over convex subsets of R”) of the 
comparability graph of P. ?Yhus7 9’ consists of n convex subsets of R’, 
corresponding to the elements of P, such that Si intersects Sj just if ai < aj or 
ai > aj. Let o be a map of P to R! such that @ai) < a(aj) in R if a, < gj ir. P. For 
every i, let K = ((X, y, 2, a(a,)): (x, y, 2) E Si). it is easy to see that this family 
,9= yr T2,. . 1119 - , T,) is a one-directional . CGzv’Cx representation of P in R4 in 
which the convex subsets of lR4 move ‘upwards’, parallel to the unit vector 
(0, 0, 0, 1). 
Lifting subtrees of a tree 
Given a collection 3 = { &, T2, . . . , T,} of sets on the plane (not necessarily 
disjoint) a lijting 3’ in R3 is a family Z= {L,, Lz, . . . , L,} of subsets in II%” 
obtained by translating each set z, a distance 6i, respectively, parahei to the 
z-axis to produce the set Li = {(x, y, 6,): (x, y) E T}. This lifting lift(Y) is 
ordered in the natural way by a blocking relation according to which each figure 
Li is assigned the same upward direction parallel to the z-axis. This order may, 
equivalently, be expressed in terms of the intersection graph of 9 in R2 by, 
Li < Lj if there is a sequence T = T,(,), To(2I, . . . , TatmJ = q such that TatkJ has 
a non-empty intersection with 7’,&+,) and ~5~~~) < c&+,), for k = 1, 2, . . . , m - 1. 
Observe that for Li to be a lower cover of Lj, or Lj is an uppx cover of Lip 
(that is, Li < Lj and no Li < Lk < Lj) in lift(Y) then T itself must intersect T. 
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A lattice L is dismantlable if its elements can be listed al, a2, . . . , a,, in such a 
way that ai has precisely one upper cover and precisely one lower cover in 
L - {a,, a2, . . . , ai-I), for each i = 1,2, . . . , n - 2. An ordered set is a truncated 
lattice if adjoining two elements, a top and a bottom, makes it into a lattice. 
We now turn to the proof of Theorem 4. To this end let G be a tree, (that is, a 
connected graph with no cycles), let 3 = {T,, T2, . . . , T,} be a collection of 
subtrees of G, and let P be a lifting of 3. By induction, it is enough to show that 
there is a subtree whose lifting in P, has precisely one upper cover and precisely 
one lower cover. 
Let I;: be any member of 9, and let VJ be an endpoint of I; (that IS, a vertex 
with precisely one neighbour in the subtree T). The vertex IJ splits the edge set of 
G into two disjoint subsets. Let T(v) be the subtree of G containing that subset 
of these two edge sets which contains the subtree K itself. Now, among all such 
subtrees I;(V) choose one, call it q(u), which, with respect to set inclusion, is 
minimal. We show that its lifting Lj(tX) has precisely one upper cover and 
precisely one lower cover. 
For contradictions, suppose that L, and L, are distinct upper covers of L,(u). 
As L, and L, are noncomparable it follows that T, and T, are disjoint. In 
particular, u cannot belong to both, say to T, (if to either at all). Moreover, T, 
intersects q(u) and T, intersects q(u). Let w be a vertex of T, closest, in G, to the 
vertex u. As u does not belong to T, it follows that T,(w) is properly contained in 
q(u), contradicting its minimality. Thus, q(u) has precisely one upper cover and, 
by a similar argument, we conclude that it has precisely one lower cover, too. 
This completes the proof of Theorem 4. 
The lattice illustrated in Fig. 8 is a dismantlable lattice which cannot be 
constructed as a lifting of any collection of subtrees of any tree. Suppose there 
were such a tree and a collection {T,, T2, . . . , T’,} of its subtrees with lifting 
{L,, L2, * - - 9 L14} representing this lattice. For our present purpose say that a 
subtree T links a pair of disjoint trees q and Tk if the union of T, q, Tk is 
connected. As the underlying graph is a tree, observe that if T, 7 and T,, T, are 
two pairs of disjoint trees then at most one of Tr, T, links I;: and q. 
Fig. 8. 
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Fig. 9. P& 
Since the elements L,-, and L13 are noncomparable then 7”* and q3 must be 
disjoint subtrees. The same follows for any pair of subtrees corresponding to 
noncomparable lements of the lattice. Moreover, two of T2, T3, T4 do not link 
7’,? and 7& for otherwise there would be a cycle. Without loss of genera!ity we 
may suppose th&t neither T, nor Tr link T12 and I&. We distinguish several cases. 
(i) G, &, qz, q3 are disjoint. 
(ii) Exactly one of T12, T13 intersects one of T2 or 1;. 
(iii) Each one of TIz or T13 intersects both Tz and r3. 
(iv) Exactly one of T12, T13 intersects both G and r3. 
We show that the first is ilrpossible. The remaining cases are similar. As Ls is a 
lower cover of L17 and an upper cover of L, then & intersects both T12 and T2. 
Similarly T7 intersects T12 and r3, T6 intersects &, and T,, and T9 intersects Tls 
and r3. All of this, however, implies that the union of Tlz, I$, Tz, T,, T,3, T,, r3, 
T, contains a cycle, a contradiction. Cl 
We may ask whether there is a simple connection between order dimension and 
one-directional (convex) representations in IR”? We know that one-directional 
convex representations in 33’ have order dimension at most two [5]. What about 
one-directional convex representations in R”? For instance, as the bipartite orders 
.%(G) constructed in Proposition 5 are actually the first two levels of the face 
lattice of a polytope, its order dimension is at most three [6]. Actually the order 
dimension of the face lattice of a polytope is bounded. 
Nevertheless, for every integer n 3 I there are orders P, of order dimension n 
which have a one-directional convex representation in R” (cf. Fig. 9). P,, has 
order dimension n since it contains the order consisting of the singletons and 
one-element deleted subsets of the order (by inclusion) of all subsets of an 
rz-element set. 
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